
Dear Mr Hemauer,

April 17, 2019

I am writing to share my perspective on the ban that the Wilmar Center has put on community
member Thistle Pettersen. This ban is a human rights violation of her person. Ms Pettersen 
has been an upstanding participant in a spectrum of Madison activist groups. I called the 
center and when asked what Thistle could do to mend her relationship with The Wilmar 
Center, Beatrice told me that Thistle would need to "change her mind". This response is/was 
disturbing as I am not sure what the accusations are and exactly what she needs to change 
her mind about. Thistle has not harmed anyone.

Some of the discussions that she has invited regarding gender, are discussions that others 
around the world are having. And the main thing, is that she questions an ideology that is 
being questioned by medical as well as mental health professionals, activists for women's 
rights, members of lesbian communities as well as some transwomen themselves. Below are 
some links that you might want to avail yourself of to see that the intellectual analysis that 
Thistle is engaged in is one of that many others are engaged in and is  being had out of 
concern, not out of malice. None of these folks are against transwomen. They simply want to 
discuss the impact that some of the political actions of activists that are harmful to women and
girls and it is important that discussions from every angle are had in order to make sure 
women and girls as well as all people on the gender spectrum are truly protected.

That said, this has little to do with Thistle's involvement in community performances. She is 
not singing or performing about these issues. No one should be banned and isolated from 
their community. It is dehumanizing. The only way to humanize any of these discussions is for
people to spend time together and see the humanity in each others faces. I would appreciate 
a response, and would like to request that you and the board reconsider your position on this 
issue. I am happy to meet with you to discuss this further if that would be helpful. Please do 
the right thing here and include everyone in community events, so that we can keep from 
demonizing anyone.

Sincerely,
Anonymous Madison-area supporter 

https://www.feministcurrent.com/2019/04/10/i-supported-trans-ideology-until-i-couldnt-
anymore/?fbclid=IwAR12YVB3gam-
9g6n1r6KVgOnNylAOly2QAY3MWGR0NsOIUiJvSgEWs4KSJI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxVmSGTgNxI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RguD61siLB8 
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